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The Simpsons: Tapped Out - this is an interesting strategy for Android, where the main characters are the characters in the cartoon Simpsons. The game is primarily intended for the universe's fans, as most of the content is borrowed from there. Development and support of the project is engaged in the company EA, known to many in a series of games Need
for Speed.In the story, protagonist Homer works at a nuclear power plant. Spending time in his favorite online game, he didn't notice how the disaster occurred. As a result, the city was deserted, and only he and his family remained. Now he has a long and hard work to restore the city from the ruins. By and large, the game consists of a large number of tasks,
passes that the player will gain experience and valuable prizes. In The Simpsons: Knocking out the main tasks will be determined by Homer himself, but there are many missions from family members, as well as from neighbors, friends and distant relatives. Often these are typical indications for the construction of houses, planting trees and lawns, cleaning
the area. But not without humor, as some tasks will include watching TV or playing games on the tablet. Graphics in the game quality and fully conform to the visual style of the universe of the Simpsons. Management, as in any other social strategy, is reduced to cranes and gestures. I am also pleased with the presence of complete Russian localization,
which makes it possible to play comfortably for people who do not speak English. The Simpsons: Tapped Out - quality and fun social game that will appeal not only to fans of the cartoon, but also fans of interesting strategies. If you are fans of the famous TV series The Simpsons, you will definitely find this new adventure of Homer and other famous
characters in the series extremely exciting. Discover addictive games in The Simpsons: Tapped Out where you'll enjoy a whole new story written by the famous story writers in the original series. Enjoy a unique and satisfying city building game as you engage in springfield activities. Find out more about this amazing game from EA with our reviews. StoryThe
story begins when you find Homer working in the factory. And for no reason, he's causing a little trouble, again. But this time it is quite serious because he has overloaded the nuclear reactors and caused a serious meltdown. The fire quickly spread across the city, causing an extreme explosion. People were forced to abandon their homes and properties. All
were evacuated from the city (or sort of) before it gets consumed by the fire. But they've lost their city, again. Now it's your job to join homers in his adventure to rebuild the city as well as reunite him with his family and friends. Discover a unique city-building game where you get incredible interactions. Enjoy interesting stories and events as you progress
through the game. Here you will find all the exciting features that the game has to you after a casual game that you could whenever you want? Look no longer as The Simpsons Tapped Out offers extremely simple point and play controls. You will spend zero hours to know about the controls. And the rest of it will be fun and fun gameplay. In addition, you will
also be introduced to an intuitive interface that allows you to quickly learn about all the options available. At the beginning of the game, you can only play as Homer then, well, all the other characters have been blown away because of the nuclear blast. Unlock new characters by rebuilding the city, starting with working to get your home reconstructed. When
you complete certain tasks, you unlock new shapes to your city. And unlike other city-building games, each of your characters will be playable. Just tap and select them to make them work on certain tasks. And in the meantime, you can also enjoy the epic jokes or complains as they do. Reunite homers to his family with Marge, Lisa, Maggie and Bart. Unlock
and collect The Simpsons' favorite characters like Barney Gumble for Fat Tony. Play like all the characters in the series that you want and enjoy their own stories. Plus, you'll also get to dress up your characters using varied outfits and costumes. For the first time, players will have the chance to take control of the entire city. Check the lives of all citizens of
Springfield as you bring them back to the city. Choose what you want to do with them from letting Homer clean the pool all day, with Apu to working an extremely long shift, or even letting Maggie become president. Shape the fate and future of every citizen of this interesting city. But first you have to rebuild your ruined city first. Start by picking on Homer and
have him work extra hard to clean up his messes. Unlock new characters and have the new workforce. Ask them to gather all the resources needed to rebuild and expand the city. The game has a large undiscovered map that you can slowly unlock to collect new content. Choose your path and let Springfield thrive. In The Simpsons Tapped Out, players will
be introduced to exciting gameplay with all-new stories. Experience completely different adventures as you play through the different stories written by the famous The Simpsons writers. Enjoy hilarious moments in this life-devastating game. In this interesting city of Springfield you will experience unique aspects that you can never find elsewhere. And even
though most of the city was destroyed because of the nuclear explosion. You still have your chances to enjoy varied activities that are extremely exciting. Wreaks havoc with Homer's ideas, surviving the city as the monsters' invasion approaches, and so on. And to allow players to earn more prizes than just playing through the missions or stages. The game
also offers many different achievements that you can choose to complete and earn your deserved prizes. The active players in The Tapped Out would certainly benefit from their their Setting. By logging in your game often you have the chance to unlock daily bonuses that can be used to help the city. In addition, you can check on the other two to see if need
your help. Assist them in daily activities and collect your rewards. The game is currently free to play so that players can easily access all content without paying anything. Hence, you can always get your hands on this amazing Simpsons game just by downloading and getting it installed on your mobile devices. However, the game is still a pay-to-play title, so
you might find the in-app purchases a bit annoying. Hence, to speed up your process and allow you to experience more fun gameplay, we have introduced the mod version of this amazing game. Download and install The Simpsons: Knocked out Mod APK file on your Android devices to unlock unlimited gameplay with mods and free shopping features. The
game contains relatable graphics that you often experience on your Simpsons movies. This will make you feel like you're actually trapped in the city of Springfield. Engage with city activities and enjoy a smooth gameplay. Combined with tinted characters, The Simpsons Tapped Out allows you to interact with your favorite characters in many aspects. For fans
of the legendary cartoon series, this game is definitely a must-play title. Plus, with our mod version where you can enjoy free gameplay, we see no reason why you shouldn't get it. by Rexdl · 14 October 2020Current Version: 4.46.0File size: 79 MB | 47 MBMemorize: www.ReXdl.comTHIS GAME IS LIV-RUININGLY FUN! Homer accidentally caused a
meltdown that wiped out Springfield. D'OH! Now it's up to you to rebuild it! From the authors of The Simpsons, take advantage of a city building game that lets you create your own living, breathing Springfield... Free. HOW MUCH FUN IS THAT? LET'S COUNT ROADS! First you can get it for free! Do Springfield exactly the way you want it. Help Homer find
Marge, Bart, Lisa, and the rest of his family and friends! (Ned Flanders too.) Complete tasks to earn... mmm, donuts! Make Apu work ridiculously long shifts at Kwik-E-Mart.Grow and harvest Tomacco at Cletus's Farm.Party down with Duffman on Duff Brewery.Se how your Indolence, Consumerism and Gluttony stack up on conform-o-meter.Enjoy exclusive
animated scenes sure to please fans of TV's longest running comedy. Visit your friends' Springfields, play pranks, collect money, and earn special rewards with friendship points the only way to measure your friendship. Build all-new parts of Springfield from the rides of Krustyland to the performers at waterfront! And did we mention... it's free to play?
SPRINGFIELD NEVER LOOKED SO good With HD graphics – you get an eyeful of greener greens, yellower yellows, and more.IS to everyone? Of course not! Did you know that you can also play this game in French, Italian, German, Spanish, Simplified Chinese, Korean, Russian, Danish, Dutch, Norwegian, Swedish, Chinese, Thai, Thai, and Brazilian
Portuguese? But who wants to read all this text on one screen? So you should check out the screenshots because screenshots really sell it... even though we really don't have to sell this game... because it's FREE! This game downloads additional content on first launch that can be up to 500MB based on device. We recommend that you connect to WIFI the
first time you play. This game is also supported with regular content updates that require additional downloads when they are released. Be patient while loading (we promise it's worth the wait).**Terms of Use : Privacy and Cookie Policy: Game EULA: Visit for help or requests. EA may retire online features and services after 30 days notice published
www.ea.com/1/service-updates.Important consumer information. This app: Requires a persistent Internet connection (network charges may apply); Requires approval of EA's Privacy &amp; Cookie Policy, TOS and EULA; Origin mobile services are included with this Application. See and end-user license agreements for details; EA may retire online features
and services after 30 days' notice published www.ea.com/1/service-updates; EA may retire online features and services after 30 days' notice by email (if available) and will be posted on www.ea.com/de/1/service-updates; Collects data on third-party ad serving and analytics techniques (see Privacy &amp; Cookie Policy for details); Contains direct links to
social networking sites designed for an audience over 13.When it comes to education – the devil is in the details – pretty literally! Bart gets turned into Hellementary School! And the Springfield schools are getting some... Interesting... transfer students. Old Scratch, the devil himself, will put barter back into charter school, but will you swap your soul for an
elementary school? Can the Simpsons out-find the prince of darkness? Or will an eternity of damnation be their destiny? Fate?
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